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THE NAPKIN DRAWING

INTRODUCTION
Social media analytics is, “concerned with developing and 
evaluating informatics tools and frameworks to collect, 
monitor, analyze, summarize, and visualize social media 
data, usually driven by specific requirements from a 
target application” [1, p. 14]. The global social media 
analytics market was valued at $3.07 billion in 2017 and 
is projected to grow to $16.37 billion by 2023 [2]. The 
analysis of social media is not limited just to business 
applications, but it is also used widely in academic 
research, e.g., [3] and [4]. One of the barriers to entry 
with regards to social media analytics is that conducting 
social media analytics requires an understanding of data 
science principles as well as a range of skills required to 
conduct these data science methods [5]. The Social Media 
Macroscope (SMM) helps to bridge this gap by providing 
intuitive web interfaces for conducting social media 
analytics.

BACKGROUND
There is no shortage of social media analytics tools and 
environments across both industry and academia, but 
most of these tools and environments are built in a way 
that favors usage by companies (as opposed to academia), 
e.g., [6], or those with computer science backgrounds, 
e.g., [7]. The gap therefore exists for academic researchers 
that do not necessarily come from computational 
backgrounds. To illustrate how the SMM fills this gap, we 
present two exemplar researchers: a researcher without a 
background in the computational sciences that wants to 
use social media analytics to answer social research 
questions, and a researcher with a background in the 
computational sciences that wants to build data science 
models/methods for social media analytics. As a note, we 
acknowledge that researchers are evolving to be 
somewhere in the middle between the two exemplars that 
we present, but we present our argument in this manner 
to clarify the gap in which the SMM addresses.
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CONCLUSIONS
As a community grows around the SMM, we envision 
additional tools, algorithms, and functionality to be added 
by members of the larger community. We envision that 
the SMM will bring us closer to a place where social 
researchers can focus primarily on the research question 
at hand, rather than all the technology details that 
surround the answering of that question.

The two above figures illustrate the value of the SMM to various types 
of researchers.

The Social Media Macroscope is a science gateway with the goal of 
making social media data, analytics, and visualization tools accessible to 
researchers and students of all levels of expertise. The SMM provides a 
single point of access to a suite of intuitive web interfaces for performing 
social media data collection, analysis, and visualization via for open-
source and commercial tools.

The SMM is under the incubation of the NSF funded Science 
Gateways Community Institute.


